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Keynote Speaker’s Paper 
 

Finding the “Missing Link”: Organization Process of 
Batavia’s Chinese Community under the Japanese Military 

Rule 
 

Tsuda Koji, The University of Tokyo, Japan 
 
Abstract: The historical dynamism experienced by the ethnic Chinese in Java during the Japanese military rule (1942–45) remains unclear due to a 
critical lack of data, leading to this period being called “the missing link in the historiography of the ethnic Chinese in Indonesia.” Previous studies 
have simply stated that all existing Chinese organizations in Java during this harsh period were disbanded. Instead, a brand-new organization named 
Overseas Chinese General Association (Hua Ch’iao Tsung Hui / Kakyo Sokai) was established in every province as the sole framework for 
controlling and mobilizing the Chinese residents in their respective regions. Based mainly upon articles in the daily newspaper for the ethnic Chinese 
in Java, the Kung Yung Pao, as a primary source, this paper clarifies in detail how the preparations for the establishment of the Hua Ch’iao Tsung 
Hui (HCTH) in the capital city, Batavia (later Jakarta) were carried out. Particular attention is paid to the process in which the search for building 
the framework of the capital’s HCTH was pursued by bringing together all existing Chinese organizations there during the first six months of 
Japanese military rule when Chinese residents faced a series of major challenges. This paper calls attention to the value of the Kung Yung Pao as a 
source of information in unraveling the historical experiences of the ethnic Chinese in Java in the early 1940s.  

 
Keywords: Kung Yung Pao, Japanese Military Rule, Chinese Community, Batavia, Hua Ch’iao Tsung Hui 

INTRODUCTION 

When viewed in the context of the contemporary history of the Chinese in Java and, by extension, in Indonesia as a 
whole, the 1940s was sandwiched between two notable periods that saw a rise in Chinese print capitalism (both in 
Chinese and Indonesian): from around 1900 to 1941, and from 1950 to 1965. Both periods produced a variety of printed 
materials that shed light on the diverse political positions and concrete social lives of the Chinese in Batavia (later 
Jakarta)1  and in other smaller cities. However, the historical dynamism experienced by the ethnic Chinese in Java 
during the 1940s remains shrouded in mystery as the availability of historical sources became severely limited due to 
the harsh Japanese military rule (1942–1945) and the subsequent turmoil of the War of Independence (1945–1949). 
This period therefore became known as “the missing link in the historiography of the ethnic Chinese in Indonesia” 
(Kwartanada, 1996, p. 25). 
 What is well known concerning the historical experience of the Chinese in Java during the period of Japanese 
military rule is that the Overseas Chinese General Association (Hua Ch’iao Tsung Hui / Kakyo Sokai [華僑總會], 
hereafter “HCTH”)2 was established in every province (Shuu / Kooti / Tokubetu-si)  3 to control and mobilize the 
Chinese residents in their respective regions (Setiono, 2002, p. 523; Twang, 1998, pp. 84-86). At the end of the Dutch 
colonial period, the Chinese communities in Java were extremely diverse in terms of their place of ancestry, degree of 
localization, daily language use, social class, political orientation, religious belief, educational background, and so on 
(cf. Suryadinata, 1997, pp. 251-257; Tsuda, 2015, p. 5; Govaars-Tjia, 2005). In accordance with these divisions, 
organizations with different purposes and functions were established, and their respective positions were conveyed by 
the print media they published. 
 However, the Japanese 16th Army, which occupied all of Java (including the island of Madura) and established 
military rule on March 9, 1942, regarded the Chinese as “potential enemy aliens” and tried to monitor and manage them 
in an integrated manner under the principle that the “Chinese is Chinese” 4.  Such principle was in accordance with the 
basic policy of the government of Japan, which had been at war with China for at least a decade. Consequently, under 

 
1 The former Batavia City (Stadsgemeente Batavia) became Batavia Special City (Batavia Tokubetu-si) on August 7, 1942 and was further renamed 
Jakarta Special City (Djakarta Tokubetu-si) on December 10 of the same year. Note that, strictly speaking, its territory was somewhat larger than that 
of the late Dutch colonial period. 
2 The spelling of words of Japanese origin used in Java at that time was not consistent depending on the source. The same was true for that of 
Chinese-derived words. This paper uses the spelling as it appears frequently in the primary sources, including the Kung Yung Pao. 
3 During Japanese military rule, basically following the administrative divisions of the late Dutch colonial period, Java was divided into 17 provinces 
(Syuu [州], formerly Afdeling / Karesidenan). In addition, the Principality-Regional Offices (Kooti Zjimukyoku [候地事務局]) were established in 
Surakarta and Yogyakarta, and the capital city of Jakarta (renamed from Batavia in December 1942) was made a separate Special City (Tokubetu-si 
[特別市]), all of which had roughly the same status as a province. In accordance with this regional division, as shown in Table 1, a total of 20 HCTHs 
were established in Java and its adjacent island of Madura. No higher organization was ever set up to integrate and mutually coordinate them. 
4 In the late Dutch colonial period, the ethnic Chinese were at least treated as a unified group in terms of policy, despite their diversity within the 
group. Nevertheless, with the rise of the Chinese nationalism movement and the increasing collective consciousness associated with it, the Dutch East 
Indies government attempted to steer the Chinese communities toward a pro-Dutch orientation through policies related to education and subject status 
(onderdaan), which resulted in a major rift within the Chinese communities—to some extent overlapping with the difference between Peranakan and 
Totok, especially in Java. 
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the supervision of the Japanese military authorities, the HCTHs were established throughout Java as the organizations 
solely representing the Chinese communities in their respective regions. In this way, quite ironically, the Chinese in 
Java acquired an integral framework for the first time in history. However, while the HCTHs certainly functioned as a 
mutual aid for the Chinese, their purpose was clearly to aid the Japanese military authorities in controlling and 
mobilizing them economically and physically (Tsuda, forthcoming, chap. 9; cf. Somers, 1965, pp. 106-107). 
Prior to the establishment of these HCTHs, it has been roughly understood that all existing Chinese organizations were 
ordered by the Japanese military authorities to disband (Setiono, 2002, p. 522; Li & Huang, 2005, p. 411; Sadayoshi, 
2016, pp. 130-131). However, it should be noted that, as shown in Table 1, the official establishment of the HCTHs in 
each province (20 in total) was done mostly one year after the start of the Japanese military rule. Meanwhile, especially 
within the six months after March 1942, Chinese communities in all parts of Java faced a series of major challenges that 
had to be dealt with immediately and collectively. How, then, did they respond to these challenges in an organized 
manner when the HCTHs had not yet been launched? 

Table 1: Dates of the Establishment of HCTHs in Each Province 

province date of est. president predecessor organization 
Banten ? Lie Fet Siong (李獲祥) ‘43-03-08: HCTH Serang Ken (西朗縣華僑總會) 
Djakarta ‘43-10-26 Teng Giok Seng (鄧玉成) ‘43-07-09: HCTH Djakarta Ken (嘉克達縣華僑總會) 

‘43-08-29: HCTH Djatinegara Ken (渣底訥加拉縣華僑總會) 
‘43-09-08: HCTH Krawang Ken (加拉横縣華僑總會) 

Djakarta 
Tokubetu-si 

‘43-08-08 Oey Tiang Tjoei 
(黄長水) 

‘42-09-16: Batavia Hua Chiao Chung Hui Chou Pei Wei Yuan Hui 
(吧達維亜華僑總會籌備委員會) 

Bogor ‘43-03-20 Seki Sou Jou (石楚耀) ‘42-05-01: Hoa Kiauw Siang Kong Hwee Bogor (茂物華僑商工會) 
Priangan ‘43-02-27 Yap Tjwan Bing 

(葉全明) 
‘42-04-11: Bandoeng Hoa Chiao Lian He Wei Juan Hui 
(萬隆華僑聯合委員會)→Tiong Kok Djien Hwee Bandoeng 
(萬隆中國人會)→ Ryh Hu Fu Chi Hui (日華互濟會)→ Chung Hua 
Hu Chi Hui (中華互濟會) 

Tjirebon ‘43-04-15 Kwee Swan Lwan 
(郭碹巒) 

‘42-05-27: Tiong Kok Djin Hwee Tjirebon (芝勒汶埠中國人會) 

Pekalongan ‘43-07-09 Toh Kiat Tjiang (杜吉昌) ‘42-08-01: Tiong Hoa Siang Hwee Pekalongan (北加浪岸中華商會) 
Banjoemas ‘43-09(?) Liem Tjoan Khoen 

(林傳坤) 
‘42-06-13: Djiet Hwa Hoe Tjee Hwee Purwokerto 
(普禾格多日華互濟會) 

Kedoe ‘43-04-13 The Beng Liong (鄭明良) ‘42-10(?): Kiong Ing Tjioe Tjee Hwee Magelang (馬吉浪共榮救濟會) 
Semarang ‘43-02-26 Oei Tjong Hauw 

(黄宗孝) 
‘42-11-24: Komite Tionghoa Semarang (三寶壠中國人委員會) 
‘42-11-24: Komite Penjelidikan Harga Barang (經濟研究委員會) 

Djogjakarta 
 Kooti 

‘42-07-07 The Hong Oe (鄭宏宇) ― 

Soerakarta 
Kooti 

‘42-10(?) Ong Siang Tjoen 
(王祥春) 

‘42-07 (already active): Hoa Chiao Tjioe Tjie Hwee Soerakarta 
(梭羅華僑救濟會) 

Pati ‘43-04-24 Liem Tek Jang (林徳揚) ― 
Bodjonegoro ‘43-07(?) Liem Peng Kiem 

(林炳錦) 
― 

Madioen ‘43-07(?) Njo Hong Soe (楊鳳棲) ‘42-07: Hoa Kiauw Kiauw Min Tjie Too So Madioen 
(茉莉芬華僑僑民指導所) 

Kediri ‘43-08-21 Kho Keng Siok (許經續) ‘42-07 (approved): Tiong Hoa Siang Hwee Kediri (諫義里中華商會) 
’42-07 (approved): Hoa Kiauw Siang Hwee Blitar (勿里達華僑商會) 

Soerabaja ‘43-04-22 Liem Toan Tek (林傳徳) ‘42-09 (began preparation): HCTH Soerabaja (泗水華僑總會) 
Malang ‘43-06-25 Djie Ting Tjioe (徐庭州) ‘43-01 (already active): Tiong Hoa Siang Hwee Malang 

(瑪琅中華商會) 
‘43-04-08: Badan Persiapan Pendirian Hua Chiao Fung Kung Hui 
Malang Syuu (瑪琅州華僑奉公會籌備委員會) 

Besoeki ‘43-10-11 Souw Hong Pin (蘇芳濱) ― 
Madoera ‘43-07-27 Lie Goan Soei (李元水) ― 

Source: Based on articles in the Kung Yung Pao (cf. Tsuda forthcoming: chap. 9). 

This paper answers this question by focusing on the capital city and, based mainly on articles in the Kung Yung Pao 
(共榮報), tracing the concrete process of the preparations done to establish the HCTH Jakarta Special City (Djakarta 
Tokubetu-si Kakyo Sokai [嘉克達特別市華僑總會])5. 
 The Kung Yung Pao was the only daily newspaper for Chinese residents in Java that continued to be published 
throughout the Japanese military rule6. It issued both Chinese and Malay (Indonesian) editions. The Chinese edition 

 
5 Charles Coppel was generally correct when he briefly mentioned the process of formation of the HCTH, saying that “the various Chinese 
associations (apart from the banned political organizations) were grouped together in a single federation, the Hua Ch’iao Tsung Hui, which was 
established after July 1942 [sic] in each locality and with a central headquarters in Jakarta” (Coppel, 1976, p. 39). Unfortunately, his description lacks 
concreteness. Moreover, to the best of my knowledge, there is no known evidence that the HCTH in the capital city was ranked higher than HCTHs in 
other provinces. 
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began its publication on March 10, 1942, five days after the Japanese occupied Batavia. It was initially named “Sin Sin 
Po (新新報, meaning New Sin Po)”, as it utilized the facilities and employees of the former Sin Po (新報), which was 
famous for spearheading anti-Japanese campaigns among the Chinese in Java. It was then renamed “Kung Yung Pao” 
on March 26, 1942, and continued its publication until the end of the final month of the war (Tsuda, 2019, pp. 26-30). 
The Malay edition started somewhat later, on September 1, 1942. Prior to that, the Hong Po (洪報), which had 
unusually taken a pro-Japanese stance since the prewar period, was allowed by the Japanese military authorities to 
continuously serve as a news source for Malay-speaking Chinese residents for a time. Half a year later, it was 
incorporated as the Malay (Indonesian) edition of the Kung Yung Pao in its entirety (Tsuda, 2019, pp. 30-35). 
In late 1943 / early 1944, the Chinese edition of the Kung Yung Pao had a circulation of 4,742 throughout Java (34% of 
which was distributed in and around Jakarta), and its Malay edition had a circulation of 4,283 (40% in the same area) 
(Jawa Shinbun-kai, n.d.; Tsuda, 2019, pp. 28, 32). Oey Tiang Tjoei [黄長⽔], former director and editor-in-chief of the 
Hong Po, was appointed as president of the Kung Yung Pao (Waseda Daigaku Okuma Kinen Shakai Kagaku Kenkujo, 
1959, pp. 253-254, 590-591). 

MAJOR CHALLENGES FACED BY THE CHINESE IN JAVA AFTER THE START OF 
JAPANESE MILITARY RULE 

The Need to Organize Relief Programs 

On March 1, 1942, the Japanese 16th Army led by Lieutenant General Imamura Hitoshi (今村均) landed en masse in 
Java. Eight days later, the Dutch East Indies Forces Headquarters at Bandung surrendered unconditionally, whereupon 
the three and a half years of Japanese military rule began. In the course of the brief battle, the Dutch East Indies Forces 
adopted a tactic of retreating to their strongholds while destroying important infrastructure before the arrival of enemy 
forces, which led to a temporal power vacuum in many areas. Amidst the chaos, riots broke out across the island, with 
native populations targeting colonial government officials and ethnic Chinese businesses. As a result, many Chinese lost 
their homes and properties (Twang, 1998, pp. 70-74). To accommodate the large number of Chinese people who had 
become refugees and provide them with cash and rice on a regular basis, an organized response became essential. This 
led to the first challenge on how relief programs can be organized for the distressed Chinese fellows (Tsuda, 
forthcoming, chap. 4). 
 In Batavia, serious damage occurred in Tangerang and other neighboring areas, from which a large number of 
refugees flowed into the city (SSP, 1942-03-11; 1942-03-12; 1942-03-13; cf. Twang, 1998, pp. 72-74). To address this 
emergency, an organization named Batavia Overseas Chinese Relief Society (Hoa Chiao Tjoe Tjie Hui Batavia 
[吧達維亜華僑救濟會], hereafter “Tjoe Tjie Hui”) was immediately set up on the site of the Batavia Chinese General 
Chamber of Commerce (Tiong Hoa Tjong Siang Hwee Batavia [吧達維亜中華總商會], hereafter “Siang Hwee”) (SSP, 
1942-03-11). While it was widely known that the Siang Hwee had been functioning as one of the most influential 
organizations in the Chinese community of Batavia during the prewar period, and had maintained strong ties with the 
Kuomintang (KMT) Government in Chongqing (Dahana, 2000, pp. 66-67; Setiono, 2002, p. 464; Govaars-Tjia, 2005, 
pp. 58-60), it was unclear where the enormous amount of money for the relief programs came from. 
 The March 12, 1942 article of the Sin Sin Po reported that the money that had previously been collected by the 
Batavia Overseas Chinese Charity Association (Hoa Chiao Tjoe Sian Hui Batavia [吧達維亜華僑慈善會], hereafter 
“Tjoe Sian Hui”) would henceforth be used to fund the relief program carried out by the Tjoe Tjie Hui (SSP, 1942-03-
12). The Tjoe Sian Hui had been known to actively collect donations from the Chinese in Java (especially around 
Batavia) and send them to the Red Cross in mainland China since the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 1937. Its 
founding chairman was Tjong See Gan (莊西言), a friend of Tan Kah Kee (陳嘉庚). Many of its directors were board 
directors of the Siang Hwee and leaders of the Sin Po (Ang, 2009, pp. 120-127). In short, quite ironically, the money 
that the Tjoe Sian Hui had collected to support the war victims in faraway mainland China was now being used to help 
the incoming Chinese refugees in Batavia7. 
 

 
6 It should be noted that a Malay-language newspaper for the Chinese titled Pewarta Perniagaan (Siang Po [商報]) was launched in Surabaya on June 
19, 1942. This newspaper declared itself to be a sister paper of the Kung Yung Pao, but was merged with the Indonesian-language newspaper Soeara 
Asia on June 22, 1943, thus lasting only one year (Tsuda, 2019, p. 35). 
7 The funds diverted from Tjoe Sian Hui only lasted for a while. From early June 1942, the Tjoe Tjie Hui began to receive weekly subsidies of 685.3 
guilders and 3,426.5kg of rice from the Social Affairs Bureau of the Batavia City Government for its activities. This form of aid was soon increased 
by about 30%, but it was still far from enough, and the Tjoe Tjie Hui had to repeatedly ask for donations from the Chinese in the capital (KYP-C, 
1942-03-26; 1942-06-09; 1942-06-20). 
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Figure 1: A refugee relief program in Batavia 

The scene appears to depict an activity of the Toe Tjie Hui set up on the site of the Siang Hwee. 
Source: SSP, 1942-03-19. 

Table 2 shows the composition of the board of directors of the Tjoe Tjie Hui set up in Batavia8. Noteworthy are those 
marked with “*” who would be arrested shortly after and sent to concentration camps by the Japanese military 
authorities (Chen, 1948, pp. 37-38; cf. Nio, 2008; Luo, 2015). This means that these Chinese figures who led the prewar 
anti-Japanese campaigns were still active in the public scene in the very early phase of Japanese military rule (cf. 
Coppel, 1976, pp. 38-39). In fact, even the Siang Hwee itself, which had been considered an anti-Japanese stronghold, 
was still functioning up to two months after the start of Japanese military rule, and many of its board members also 
acted as leaders of the Chinese community in the capital for some time. In this way, the leadership of the prewar 
Chinese community in Java’s capital remained largely unchanged9 as it responded immediately to the unprecedented 
situation of providing relief to a large number of Chinese refugees. 

 

Table 2: List of the Board Directors of the Tjoe Tjie Hui 

position name 
Chairman Teng Djin Seng (鄧仁生) 
Vice-Chairman Euwjong Fa Sen (歐陽華生)*, Tan Tit Ha (陳滌瑕)* 
Secretary Hie Foek Tjhoy (許福才)*, Njo Bian Hien (楊棉興) 
Coordinator Phoa  Hoat Too (潘發濤) 
Treasurer Lie Tjiau Auw (李昭歐)* 

 
Source: Based on the article in the Sin Sin Po, March 11, 1942. 

 

The Need to Participate in the 3A Movement 

Another major challenge that the Chinese communities in Java faced in the early months of Japanese military rule was 
how to participate in the “Triple A Movement (三A運動).” The Triple A Movement was a mass mobilization campaign 
planned and led by the 16th Army’s Propaganda Unit, which raised the slogan “Japan the light of Asia, Japan the 
protector of Asia, Japan the leader of Asia.” The movement began to develop in earnest in Batavia in late March and 
reached its first climax on the occasion of the Emperor’s Birthday on April 29, when a large-scale rally was held. 
 Prior to the landing operation in Java, the Japanese had been actively engaged in propaganda efforts to incite the 
Indonesian nationalist movement in order to undermine the foothold of the Dutch East Indies Forces. However, since 
the operation was completed unexpectedly quickly and easily, there was no need to stimulate the nationalist movement 
any further. Once the 16th Army took control of all of Java, they began to refrain from any operations that might 
unnecessarily fuel expectations for independence, in accordance with the “Guidelines for the Administration of the 
Occupied Territories in the South (南方占領地行政實施要領),” which had been stipulated by the government and the 
military headquarters in Tokyo just before the war began on November 20, 1941. For the time being, the Japanese 
military authorities in Java even prohibited any assembly, association, political speech, or use of any symbols that could 
have been associated with the Indonesian nationalist movement. At the same time, however, they had to, at all costs, 
avoid a situation wherein the local masses, including the nationalist leaders who had pinned their hopes on the Japanese, 
would turn against them in response to these harsh measures. Against this background, the Propaganda Unit planned 
and initiated the Triple A Movement as a token mass mobilization campaign to meet this purpose. Though advocating 
the unity of the “Asian peoples” with Japan at its center, this movement was, in reality, nothing but slogans—it did not 
have any actual substance. 

 
8 It should be noted that it was not only Tjoe Tjie Hui that was developing the relief programs in the capital at that time. Other existing organizations, 
such as the Batavia Chinese Society for the Poor (Tiong Hoa Tjee Pin Hwee Batavia [吧達維亜中華清貧會]), were also conducting projects to deal 
with the large number of Chinese who were unemployed and in need of assistance. 
9 Several explicitly anti-Japanese Chinese leaders, including Tjong See Gan and the leading editorial members of the Sin Po, were hunted down early 
during the start of the Japanese military rule. 
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 The Triple A Movement lost momentum within a few months and came to a natural end around September 1942, 
following the restructuring of the Propaganda Unit itself. The failure of the Triple A Movement has been previously 
analyzed by several excellent studies. In particular, regarding the relations with the Chinese, it has been pointed out that 
“the movement involved not only Indonesians but also Chinese, Arabs, Indians, and other Asian minorities under the 
[Java’s] military rule, who had been economically powerful before the war and gradually came to take over leadership 
of the movement through contributions of campaign funds and other means, which made the Indonesians rather 
unweighted in the movement, and this fostered discontent among the Indonesians” (Waseda Daigaku Okuma Kinen 
Shakai Kagaku Kenkyujo, 1959, p. 340; cf. Somers, 1965, p. 106). Though this point in itself is undoubtedly true, it 
remains unclear what organizational framework the Chinese relied on to take a principal role in the Triple A Movement 
when the HCTHs had not yet been established at this stage. 
 The articles in the Kung Yung Pao provide a detailed answer to this question, particularly with regard to the 
development in Batavia. On March 31, 1942, its Chinese edition reported that, “at 2 p.m. yesterday, the Siang Hwee 
Batavia invited representatives of Chinese organizations [in the capital] to its meeting to discuss all aspects of the Triple 
A Movement, which the Malays [ = Indonesians] are already promoting, including how to move forward with it, since 
the Chinese side also needs to make preparation for it as soon as possible” (KYP-C, 1942-03-31). The meeting, attended 
by several dozen prominent Chinese figures, was chaired by Tan Hin Hie (陳興硯), the president of the Siang Hwee. 
According to this article, Tan first explained the purpose of the Triple A Movement and called for participation in it, 
saying that the entire Chinese community must show its loyalty and support to the Japanese military, which is striving 
to build “New Asia.” It was reported that Shimizu Hitoshi (清水斉), who designed and led the Triple A Movement as a 
staff member of the Propaganda Unit, also attended the meeting and expressed his opinion that the Siang Hwee should 
take initiative in first launching the Triple A Movement in the Chinese community in the capital, then expanding it to 
other areas (KYP-C, 1942-03-31). 
 On April 4, the second meeting of the Chinese in Batavia was held again at the Siang Hwee, during which it was 
decided that a new “Triple A Movement Committee (Chinese section)” would be formed (KYP-C, 1942-04-06). The 
composition of the committee was such that all 35 current board directors of the Siang Hwee would slide in as members 
of the new committee. In addition, 15 other prominent Chinese figures in Batavia would be invited as associate 
members, thereby demonstrating the full cooperation of the capital’s Chinese community towards the Triple A 
Movement (Table 3). Although formally independent of the Siang Hwee, the Triple A Movement Committee was 
unquestionably an integral part of it. In other words, the Siang Hwee, which provided the organizational framework for 
the development of the refugee relief programs discussed earlier, also played a substantial role in the initial phase of 
mobilizing the capital’s Chinese community towards the Triple A Movement. 

 

Table 3: List of Steering Members of the Triple A Movement Committee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Based on the article in the Kung Yung Pao Chinese edition, April 7, 1942. 

 
Another important point is the fact that the persons marked with “*” in Table 3 were, at the beginning of April 1942, 
still proudly listed as leading figures in the promotion of the pro-Japanese campaign (cf. Somers, 1965, p.106; Coppel, 
1976, p. 38). Three weeks later, however, all of these men were arrested by Japanese military authorities on the grounds 
that they had been involved in “anti-Japanese” campaigns through the activities of Siang Hwee and other organizations 
before the war. They were transferred to the concentration camp in Bukit Duri, then in Serang, and finally in Cimahi 
until the end of the war (Chen, 1948; Nio, 2008; Luo, 2015)10. Not long after, on May 4, the Siang Hwee announced that 
it would “voluntarily” dissolve itself because it no longer had enough board directors (KYP-C, 1942-05-04; Figure 2). 
 As mentioned above, previous studies have pointed out that one of the main reasons for the failure of the Triple A 
Movement was that the prominence of the Chinese in the movement caused displeasure among Indonesians. While this 

 
10 Oei Siong Hok, marked with “#” in the Table 3, was arrested in December 1942 and sent to prison in Cipinang for his alleged involvement in the 
“Fuxing-she (復興社),” an underground anti-Japanese organization formed by the KMT (Xu ed., 1953, pp. 61-64). 

position name  
Chairman (1) Tan Hin Hie* 
Vice-Chairman (1) Chun Foo Chun (陳撫辰) 
General Coordinator (2) Kwee Bie Sin (郭美丞)*, Deputy: Liong Sit Joe (梁錫佑)* 
Treasurer (2) Oh Soe Moy (胡賜梅)*, Deputy: Lie Tjiau Auw* 
Managing Director (3) Hioe Njan Joeng (丘元榮)*, Kwee Tjin Koen (郭鎮坤)*, Lim Wie Min (林偉明)* 
Board Directors (26) Other board directors of Siang Hwee, including Tan Tit Ha*, Mak Tjiok Sian (麥爝煊)*, 

Ling Sin Chow (林杏超)*, Tan Ko Wei (陳可偉), and Lie Jioe Sam (李友三) 
Associate Members (15) Loa Sek Hie (賴錫禧), Hie Foek Tjhoy*, Tan Soen Hok (陳順福), Teng Djien Seng, the 

Kung Yung Pao, Oey Tiang Tjoei, Tjong Tjoek Sam (張祝三), Tan Pak Peng (陳百鵬), 
Euwjong Fa Sen*, Tjong Hioen Nji (章勳義)*, Kwa Tjoan Sioe (柯全壽)*, Lim Tjoe Kie 
(林子驥)*, Jo Kheng Tjiang (楊慶璋), Lie Kian Seng (李建成), Oei Siong Hok 
(黄松鶴)# 
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aspect may certainly be true11, a closer look at the Triple A Movement Committee organized by the Batavia’s Chinese 
reveals another factor. Despite being initially expected to not only be a mobilization framework for the Chinese in the 
capital area but also a driving force of the Triple A Movement as a whole, the committee itself was almost inseparable 
from the Siang Hwee and lost many of its operating members due to arrest at the very time when the Triple A 
Movement was about to gain momentum12. 
 

 
Figure 2: The emergency notice of the Siang Hwee Batavia announcing its dissolution, as appeared in the advertising space of the Kung Yung 

Pao Chinese edition 
Source: KYP-C, 1942-05-04. 

It was only about two months after the start of Japanese military rule that the Chinese in Batavia were forced to 
drastically revise their leadership structure since the late Dutch colonial period. More importantly, as discussed further 
below, while the anti-Japanese elements of leadership were eliminated in the ensuing process, the existing 
organizational framework of the Chinese community in the capital itself was not completely dissolved. 
 

The Need to Respond to the “Foreign Residents Registration” System 

The existence of the Siang Hwee was extremely crucial for the Chinese in Batavia, especially in the initial period of 
Japanese military rule; it provided immediate and substantial frameworks for organizing the Chinese in the capital when 
they were faced with the two major challenges mentioned above. However, things changed when they were faced with a 
third challenge; how to deal with the “Foreign Residents Registration” system, introduced by Decree No. 7 on April 11, 
1942. 
 The “Foreign Residents Registration” system required all adult foreigners (aged 17 or older) staying in Java, 
except Japanese and “natives of the East Indies,” to take oaths of loyalty to the Japanese military and to register 
information about their residency. With regard to the Chinese in particular, the Japanese had been aware of the details 
of the developments of the anti-Japanese campaigns among overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia. Hence, on March 26, 
1942, the 16th Army quickly drew up the criteria “Concerning the Hostility Determination of the Overseas Chinese 
(治政秘第8 号「華僑ノ敵性判定ニ関スル件」),” in an attempt to identify “Hostile Chinese (敵性華僑)” throughout 
Java. The “Hostile Chinese” included, among others, the KMT officials, staffs of the Dutch East Indies’ East Asian 
Affairs Office (Dienst voor Oost-Aziatische Zaken), anti-Japanese newspaper journalists, and executive members of 
anti-Japanese organizations, such as the Tjoe Sian Hui (Iwatake, 1983, pp. 113-114). It would be natural to assume that 
these criteria were used as a basis when implementing the “Foreign Residents Registration” system for Chinese 
residents (Tsuda, forthcoming, chap. 5.2). In essence, the above-mentioned Decree No. 7 functioned to facilitate the 
Japanese military’s effort to ensure all foreigners were documented, of which the Chinese accounted for the largest 
population, and furthermore to single out the adversarial ones on an individual basis. The registration fee for the 
Chinese was an outrageous 100 guilders for men and 50 guilders for women13. 

 
11 According to a mid-April 1942 article in the Kung Yung Pao Chinese edition, the General Headquarters of the Triple A Movement consisted of four 
sections: Indonesian, Chinese, Arab, and Indian (KYP-C, 1942-04-15). Of these, the Chinese section came into being early on with the Siang Hwee 
providing the organizational framework for it. On the contrary, the Indonesian section faced great confusion as to what organization could represent 
the entire Indonesian community in the capital, and the selection of its committee members was not settled until mid-May (KYP-C, 1942-04-11; 
1942-04-25; 1942-05-15). Similarly, it was not until late May that it was reported that the organization of the Arab section had been finalized (KYP-
C, 1942-05-30). 
12 The April 29 issue of the Hong Po just reported that, “due to some reasons, there has been a change in the composition of the Triple A Movement 
Committee organized by the Chinese. The members of the Triple A Movement Committee decided at the meeting held yesterday at the Siang Hwee 
building are as follows…,” and introduced the composition of the new steering members with Oey Tiang Tjoei as chairman, Teng Djin Seng and Tan 
Tjoan Keng as vice chairmen (HP, 1942-04-29). In this vein, immediately after the dissolution of the Siang Hwee, a hasty change in committee 
members was made in the Triple A Movement Committee. All new committee members mentioned in this article would soon go on to represent the 
Chinese community in the capital throughout the period of Japanese military rule. 
13 The registration fee for Westerners was 1.5 times that of Chinese and other Asians. At the official price at the time, 1.1 tons of rice could be 
purchased with the registration fee for a Chinese male (KYP-C, 1942-04-04). 
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 The duration and procedures for registration differed slightly among the regions (Tsuda, forthcoming, chap. 5.9). 
For Batavia City, the deadline for registration was set at 42 days, from April 20 to May 31, and the registrants were 
required to visit the City Hall in person bringing two photos of the prescribed size (5cm x 4.5cm), as well as the 
registration fee (Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3: Chinese residents undergoing procedures for the “Foreign Residents Registration” at the City Hall 

Source: KYP-C, 1942-04-22. 
A few days after the registration procedure in Batavia City began, however, the number of registered Chinese did not 
grow as expected. The Kung Yung Pao Chinese edition published on April 24, 1942 contained an article that expressed 
deep concern that such situation would intensify the Japanese military’s distrust of the Chinese in Java as a whole, and 
analyzed the reasons for the slow growth, which included the following: (1) photo studios were closed and they  [ = the 
Chinese] did not have photographs on hand, (2) banks were closed and they did not have cash on hand, (3) some 
localized Chinese mistakenly believed they were not required to register, (4) they could not pay the large registration 
fee, and (5) some were just waiting to see how things will turn out (KYP-C, 1942-04-24). The third point is quite 
interesting because it shows the bewilderment of the Peranakan Chinese being categorized as foreigners, but the most 
fundamental reason why registration did not proceed smoothly would certainly be related to the fourth point. 
 Unfortunately for the Chinese in Batavia, at the very time this registration procedure began, their community 
leaders were arrested en masse and the Siang Hwee was dissolved (KYP-C, 1942-05-04). Consequently, the organized 
response among the capital’s Chinese was critically delayed due to the situation wherein many of their fellow Chinese 
were in confusion because they could not immediately afford the absurdly high registration fee. 
 Only when the registration deadline was approaching at the end of May did the Tjoe Tjie Hui and other 
organizations submit petitions to the Japanese military authorities requesting an extension of the registration deadline 
and permission to pay the registration fee in installments (KYP-C, 1942-05-26; 1942-05-28). While it is not clear what 
kind of coordination took place within the military authorities, the original stipulation was amended by Decree No. 19 
on June 11, thereby extending the registration deadline and providing the option to temporarily defer payment or pay in 
installments. 
 The new registration deadline in Batavia City was set for July 31. According to an article in the Kung Yung Pao 
Chinese edition published that evening, 91,140 foreigners had successfully registered at the City Hall (KYP-C, 1942-
07-31). While this figure included not only the Chinese but also the Dutch and other “foreigners”14, it can be said that, 
based on some available statistics, close to 100% of the adult foreign residents in Batavia completed the procedures 
(Tsuda, forthcoming, chap. 5.6; cf. Castles, 1967, p.166; KYP-C, 1945-06-30). 

TOWARDS THE FULL-FLEDGED ORGANIZATION OF BATAVIA’S CHINESE 
COMMUNITY 

In August 1942, a well-organized military goverment structure, i.e., the Java Military Administration (ジャワ軍政監部), 
was established and a more systematic and unified rule was put in place throughout the island. At the same time, with 
the Triple A Movement losing momentum, the Java Military Administration began to search for new forms of mass 
mobilization, which would come to fruition in March 1943 as “Poetera (Poesat Tenaga Rakjat [住民總力結集運動]).” 
The key point here was that the Poetra was organized exclusively to mobilize the “Natives,” in response to the failure of 
its predecessor, the Triple A Movement. What is noteworthy for the interest of this paper is that, almost simultaneously 
with the inauguration of the Poetra, preparations for establishing the HCTHs began in each province (Table 1). In short, 
the establishment of the HCTHs would not be unrelated to the exclusion of the Chinese population from the new mass 
mobilization framework, which created a new need to control and mobilize them separately (cf. Somers, 1965, p. 106). 
About two months after the dissolution of the Siang Hwee Batavia, the Japanese military authorities issued Decree No. 
23, thereby partially easing the restrictions on assembly and association. Shortly thereafter, a “Preparatory Committee 
(Commissie Persedia’an)” was tentatively formed on July 27 for the purpose of reorganizing the Siang Hwee and 
setting up an HCTH in the capital (KYP-C, 1942-05-18; HP, 1942-07-29). Meanwhile, the military authorities granted 
several existing Chinese organizations in the capital (initially to 22 organizations in September 1942, then to an 

 
14 The actual final number of registrations may have been a bit higher than this, since this figure was reported in the evening newspaper on the last day 
of the registration period. 
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additional 12 organizations one month later) permission to continue their activities (KYP-C, 1942-09-22; 1942-10-24). 
On September 16, based on the coordination at the above-mentioned Preparatory Committee, a new formal organization 
named “Preparatory Committee of HCTH Batavia (Batavia Hua Chiao Chung Hui Chou Pei Wei Yuan Hui 
[吧達維亜華僑總會籌備委員會])”15 was officially launched, bringing together all existing Chinese organizations in 
Batavia. Its headquarters was located in the building of the former Siang Hwee. 
 Table 4 shows the list of board directors of the Preparatory Committee of HCTH Batavia in the early days of its 
operations. At a glance, this newly founded Preparatory Committee comprised of the representatives of all the Chinese 
organizations in Batavia that had been authorized to continue their activities as of September. In other words, it was a 
patchwork of the capital’s existing Chinese organizations16. 

Table 4: Composition of the Preparatory Committee of HCTH Batavia (as of October 16, 1942) 

position name 
Chairman Ie Tjoen Siang (余春祥) 
Vice-Chairman Jo Tek Tjoe (楊德子), Lioe Khie Min (劉啓民), Oey Tiang Tjoei, Tjoeng Tjoe Sioe (鍾子秀) 
Treasurer Tjie Joek Tjing (徐毓清) 
Secretary Lauw Tian Seng (劉天生) 

participating organizations number main members 
Tiong Hoa Hwee Koan (中華會舘) 3 Ie Tjoen Siang, Gouw Siang Tiat (呉上秩) 
Hok Kian Hwee Koan (福建會舘) 3 Jo Tek Tjoe, Tjoa Tian Hin (蔡天興) 
Kwong Siauw Hwee Koan (廣肇會舘) 3 Tjoeng Tjoe Sioe, Tjhan Tjioe Lam (陳照林) 
Batavia Waroeng Bond (亜弄公會) 3 Lim Pak Tjing 
Hoo Hap Hwee (和合會) 2 Oey Tiang Tjoei 
Ban Hap Hwee (萬合會) 2 Lauw Tian Seng 
Hoa Siang Tjap Ho Kong Hwee (華商雑貨公會) 1 Lioe Khie Min 
Hoa Kiauw Kong Hwee (華僑公會) 3 Teng Djin Seng, Fam Siauw Sak (范小石), 

Tan Ko Wei 
Hoa Kiauw Batik Siang Kong Hwee (華僑峇澤廠公會) 1 Jo Kheng Tjiang 
Koe Sien Hap Kiet, Sin Hap Hoo (旧新合吉, 信合和) 2 Lim Lim Tjoan (林霖泉) 
Tiong Hoa Tjee Pin Hwee (中華清貧會) 1 Tjoa Yoe Djin (蔡有仁) 
Yo Ong Kong Hwee / Persariketan Pedagang Obat (藥王公會) 1 Liauw Men Chi (廖敏之) 
 Koan Thouw Sit Peng Lian Hap Hwee (罐頭食品聯合會) 1 Tjoe Tek Tjiang (周徳昌) 
Tiong Hoa Im Gak Hwee (中華音樂會) 1 Ku Kuan Hay (古観海) 
Batavia Djie Phoa Hie Siang Kong Hwee (吧達維亜二盤魚商公會) 1  
Batavia Beikoku Orosisyo Kumiai (吧達維亜米穀卸商組會) 1 Tan Pak Peng, Tjie Joek Tjing 
Hui Chow Hui Kwon (惠州會舘) 1  
Hiap Tong Hwee (協同會) 1  
Pie Kiat Kong Hwee (皮革公會) 1 Lauw Gie Eng (劉宜應) 
Kong Sin Tong (公善堂) 1  
Tjhoei Sih Lian Hap Hwee (廚師聯合會) 1  
Lioe Seng Hong Kong Nigap Hoei (魯成行工業會) 2  
Po Liong Tong, Po Liang Hwee Koan (保良堂) 1  
Poo Siang Kong Hwee (布商公會) 1 The Se Hoa (鄭世華) 
Tjin Djin Hwee (親仁會) 1 Tjie Joek Moy (徐育梅) 
Perkoempoelan Sport Djalan Tiong Hoa (中華遠足會) 1 Tio Tek Hong (趙徳芳) 
other Chinese leaders 2 Pang Chit Ngo (潘植我), Tan Tjoan Keng 

(陳泉慶) 
Source: Based on the article in the Kung Yung Pao Chinese edition, October 19, 1942. 

 
Eleven months later, on August 8, 1943, the Preparatory Committee of HCTH Batavia would directly evolve into the 
full-fledged organization, the HCTH Jakarta Special City (Djakarta Tokubetu-si Kakyo Sokai) with Oey Tiang Tjoei as 
president. Like Oey, all of the persons listed in Table 4 would continue to play active roles within this sole 
organizational framework of unifying the Chinese community in the capital until the surrender of Japan in August 1945 
(Figure 4)17. 
 

 
15 In the Kung Yung Pao Malay edition, the Preparatory Committee of HCTH Batavia was abbreviated as “H.Ch.Ch.H.Ch.P.W.Y.H.” 
16 The number of organizations participating in the Preparatory Committee of HCTH Batavia continued to increase, reaching a total of 35 in early 
1943 (KYP-M, 1943-01-07). 
17 The Poetra, led by Soekarno, Hatta, and others, was later regarded as dangerous by the Japanese military authorities for inciting a nationalist 
movement, which led them to feel the need to diminish the influence of the native leaders. As the Japanese defeat deepened in the Central Pacific and 
the need for all organizations in Java to work closely with the military administration structure for the defense of the island, the Poetra was dissolved 
developmentally into the Djawa Hokokai (ジャワ奉公會) in March 1944. Initially, the HCTH in each province was also to be merged with the Djawa 
Hokokai, leaving the minimum necessary functions. However, due to its usefulness as a framework for controlling and mobilizing the Chinese 
population, its functions were rather strengthened toward the end of the war (Tsuda, forthcoming, chap. 9). 
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Figure 4: Scene of the establishment convention of the HCTH Jakarta Special City 

Source: DS: 1943-08-09. 

VALUE OF THE KUNG YUNG PAO AS A HISTORICAL SOURCE 

Figure 5 summarizes the organizing process of the Batavia’s Chinese community during the first six months of Japanese 
military rule, described thus far. 
 

 
Figure 5: The process of the formation of the Preparatory Committee of HCTH Batavia 

Soon after the Japanese occupation, the Siang Hwee Batavia, which had more or less represented the capital’s Chinese 
community since before the war, played an important role for a while in developing relief programs for Chinese 
refugees as well as in promoting the Triple A Movement among the Chinese in the capital. However, the arrest of a 
significant portion of its board directors at the end of April 1942 delayed the collective response to the abrupt 
introduction of the “Foreign Residents Registration” system. In September 1942, the Preparatory Committee of HCTH 
Batavia was launched, bringing together all existing Chinese organizations in the capital, including hometown 
associations, funeral aid organizations, and business associations. Originally organized under the Siang Hwee, the Tjoe 
Tjie Hui was also incorporated as a division of the Preparatory Committee after merging with other Chinese relief 
organizations. As the sole body representing the capital’s Chinese community, this Preparatory Committee would 
immediately develop a wide range of activities to control and mobilize Chinese residents without waiting for the official 
launch of the HCTH Jakarta Special City in August of the following year. Such activities included, among others, 
developing economic activities, supervising education, mobilizing Chinese students for celebratory events, collecting 
donations for the Japanese Military Administration, as well as carrying out relief efforts (KYP-C, 1943-08-10). 
 In his voluminous book, Benny Setiono wrote about the historical experiences of the Chinese in Indonesia (in fact 
in Java) as follows. 

Immediately the Japanese military authorities carried out a very repressive and ironhanded government. […] 
All Chinese leaders and figures, both Peranakan and Totok, were arrested and taken into custody. All Chinese 
organizations […] were dissolved and banned […]. To gain support from the Chinese, the Japanese military 
authorities then allowed the formation of an organization called Hua Ch’iao Tsung-hui. This organization was 
formed in every city on the island of Java. (Setiono, 2002, pp. 522-523) 

Such statement cannot be far from the truth if one simplifies the long and complex historical process that has taken 
place since March 1942. However, a closer look at the development in Batavia (Jakarta) in this paper reveals that the 
Chinese organizations were not immediately and completely disbanded; rather, the existing organizational frameworks 
were utilized considerably not only by the Chinese in the capital to deal with the challenges they faced, but also by the 
Japanese military authorities for the purpose of gaining a foothold in establishing a solid system to control and mobilize 
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the Chinese community. Within this context, we can find an aspect of continuity during the prewar period, in that the 
HCTH in the capital was not established from the ground up, but rather was based on the framework of the Siang Hwee 
with the incorporation of several existing Chinese organizations under its umbrella18. Of course, it is not too much to 
emphasize the discontinuous aspect of the preceding period—the fact that it was not merely a few former community 
leaders who were deemed anti-Japanese and thoroughly removed from the public stage throughout the period of 
Japanese military rule in the process of establishing the capital’s HCTH. 
 The Kung Yung Pao, the only newspaper for the Chinese that continued to be published during Japanese military 
rule in Java, clearly had the character of a propaganda paper in that it was subject to strict censorship by the Japanese 
military authorities19. However, there is no doubt that the newspaper provided detailed information that allowed us to 
scrutinize the historical dynamism experienced by the ethnic Chinese in this harsh period in terms of continuity and 
discontinuity with the periods before and after it. Only through a careful re-examination of historical sources, such as 
this little-studied newspaper, can we arrive at a more nuanced understanding of the historical experience of the ethnic 
Chinese in Java, as well as in Indonesia as a whole, in the early 1940s—the period of the so-called “missing link.” 
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Periodicals (language, place of publication, scope of reference in this paper) 
Djawa Shinbun 〔ジャワ新聞〕 (in Japanese, Djakarta, Dec. 1942 – Sep. 1945), abbreviated as “DS.” 
Hong Po 〔洪報〕 (in Malay, Batavia, Mar. – Aug. 1942）, abbreviated as “HP.” 
Kung Yung Pao Chinese edition 〔共榮報〕 (in Chinese, Batavia-Djakarta, Mar. 1942 – Aug. 1945), abbreviated as “KP-

C.” 
Kung Yung Pao Malay edition 〔共榮報〕 (in Malay, Batavia-Djakarta, Sep. 1942 – Sep. 1945）, abbreviated as “KYP-

M.” 
Sin Sin Po 〔新新報〕 (in Chinese, Batavia, Mar. 1942）, abbreviated as “SSP.” 
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